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Suction feeding is the most commonly used mechanism of prey capture among aquatic
vertebrates. Most previous models of the fluid flow caused by suction feeders involve
making several untested assumptions. In this paper, a Chimera overset grids approach is
used to solve the governing equations of fluid dynamics in order to investigate the
assumptions that prey do not interact with the flow and that the flow can be modelled as
a one-dimensional flow. Results show that, for small prey, both neglecting the prey and con-
sidering prey interaction give similar calculated forces exerted on the prey. However, as the
prey item increases in size toward the size of the gape, its effect on the flow becomes more
pronounced. This in turn affects both the magnitude of the hydrodynamic forces imparted
to the prey and the time when maximum force is delivered. Maximum force is delivered
most quickly to intermediate sized prey, about one-third of mouth diameter, and most
slowly to prey less than 7 per cent or greater than 67 per cent of mouth diameter. This
suggests that the effect of prey size on the timing of suction forces may have substantial
consequences for the feeding ecology of suction feeders that are known to prefer prey
between 25 and 50 per cent of mouth diameter. Moreover, for a 15 cm fish with a 15 mm
gape, assuming a radial one-dimensional flow field can result in underestimating the maxi-
mum force exerted on a 5 mm diameter spherical prey 1 gape distance from the mouth by
up to 28.7 per cent.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Of the common methods of prey capture in fish, suction
feeding is the most widespread (Liem 1990; Ferry-
Graham et al. 2003). Suction feeding is an explosive
event where a fish rapidly expands its buccal cavity in
order to induce water flow into its mouth, and it is
through the interaction with this flow field that
the prey is drawn into the fish’s mouth. Much work
has been done on the musculoskeletal systems
that fish use to generate this flow (Svänback et al.
2002; Bishop et al. 2008). Recently, increased attention
has been given to describing the properties of the flow
field itself (Ferry-Graham et al. 2003; Day et al. 2005,
2007; Higham et al. 2006; Wainwright et al. 2007;
Van Wassenbergh & Aerts 2008, 2009) and the forces
resulting from this flow (Wainwright & Day 2007;
Holzman et al. 2008a,b). It is important to have an
accurate understanding of the flow field as it is
through this flow that fish impart force onto the prey.

Models of the flows generated by aquatic suction fee-
ders are potentially valuable tools in the study of suction
orrespondence (tskorc@math.ucdavis.edu).
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feeding performance (Muller et al. 1982). They can be
used in a variety of simulation studies to examine the
effects of prey morphology or prey and predator behav-
iour on the forces that are exerted on the prey by
the suction feeder (Holzman et al. 2007, 2008a,b;
Wainwright & Day 2007; Van Wassenbergh & Aerts
2008, 2009). Models of suction flow patterns permit the
exploration of parameter space and can lead to insights
into animal diversity and the underlying physics
involved in the suction feeding mechanism.

In all previous models of the flow induced by suction
feeding, assumptions were made so that quantitative
insights became tractable. A common assumption is
the rotational symmetry of the system (Weihs 1980;
Muller et al. 1982; Drost et al. 1988a; Wainwright &
Day 2007; Van Wassenbergh & Aerts 2009). Inviscid
flow is assumed in some studies (Weihs 1980; Muller
et al. 1982; Wainwright & Day 2007). Other assump-
tions deal with the shape of the mouth. For example,
the mouth is modelled as one point in space (Weihs
1980; Wainwright & Day 2007), or by a circular ring
vortex (Muller et al. 1982). When dealing with the
prey item, assumptions include treating the prey as
a particle of fluid (Weihs 1980; Muller et al. 1982;
This journal is q 2009 The Royal Society
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Drost et al. 1988b) and assuming the prey does not
interact with the flow (Wainwright & Day 2007).
Both assumptions allow the prey to be neglected
when calculating the flow field.

Advances in computation now allow for simulation
of full three-dimensional viscous fluid flows where the
prey interacts with the flow. Recently, computational
fluid dynamics (CFD) techniques were used to illus-
trate consequences of a viscous flow, to show that
the prey item can influence properties of the flow, and
to reveal some consequences of laminar versus turbulent
flow in suction feeding events (Van Wassenbergh &
Aerts 2009). In the present paper, CFD is used to
simulate the flow field resulting from the suction feed-
ing event of a fish feeding on a stationary spherical
prey, and to calculate the resulting forces acting
upon the prey. The three-dimensional computations
include the interaction of the prey with the flow gener-
ated by the fish. Unlike previous studies, the descrip-
tion of the flow field is fully three dimensional and is
not limited to only the radial distance from the
centre of the mouth. With a one-dimensional set-up
the flow field implicitly assumes that the fish mouth
behaves as a point sink, where all water enters the
fish mouth through one point in space. In our three-
dimensional calculations the mouth opening is
modelled as a disc with non-zero area, more closely
reflecting the geometry of a suction feeding fish. The
results of these three-dimensional viscous computations,
including prey interaction, are compared with the
results of a previously published one-dimensional invis-
cid model that does not include prey interaction
(Wainwright & Day 2007). Since it is through the
prey’s interaction with the fluid flow generated by
suction that the prey feels force, it is important to
investigate how neglecting this interaction when
calculating the flow field affects prey capture by
suction feeding fishes. Previous CFD models (Van
Wassenbergh & Aerts 2009) are effectively two-
dimensional because of the assumption of rotational
symmetry of the flow. Also, different forces that result
from the suction flow were not explicitly calculated
and compared in previous studies. From fluid dynamics
principles we argue that prey interaction is important
to the modelling of suction feeding flows and our results
show that as the size of the prey increases its effects on
the flow become more pronounced.
2. METHODOLOGY

The approach taken to simulate a suction feeding
event is as follows. First, for each time step of the
simulation, the complete three-dimensional viscous
fluid flow field is calculated. To simulate suction, a
time-dependent velocity is imposed on the boundary
of the computational mesh that represents the mouth
of the fish. This prescribed suction velocity peaks
30 ms after the onset of the strike and has a duration
of 60 ms. Two types of forces exerted on the prey are
then calculated: a drag force and an acceleration
reaction force. Second, time is advanced, a new suction
velocity is imposed at the mouth opening, a new
J. R. Soc. Interface (2010)
flow field is calculated and the resulting forces are
computed. This is repeated until the end of the suction
feeding event.
2.1. Governing equations

The equations that govern the flow of water during a
suction feeding event are the incompressible Navier–
Stokes equations. They express conservation laws for
mass and momentum and are presented in primitive
variable (velocity and pressure) formulation as

r �~u ¼ 0; ð2:1Þ
@ui

@t
þ ð~u � rÞui ¼

�1
r
rpþ nr2ui: ð2:2Þ

Here ~u ¼ ðu; v;wÞT is the fluid velocity vector, ui is
an individual component of the velocity vector, p is
the pressure, r ¼ 1000 (kg m3) is the density of water,
and n ¼ 1026 (m2 s21) is the kinematic viscosity.
These equations are a system of coupled nonlinear par-
tial differential equations. There are currently very few
analytical solutions to these equations and only for
simple geometries. These equations are also notoriously
hard to solve numerically (Kwak et al. 2005). The
continuity equation, r �~u ¼ 0, represents the incom-
pressible nature of the fluid and is an elliptic equation.
With elliptic equations, changes in boundary conditions
are felt throughout the flow domain instantaneously.
For the problem of simulating suction feeding, having
the prey interact with the flow requires adding no slip
boundary conditions at the location of the prey. This
means that prey interaction affects the flow field every-
where. However, in Van Wassenbergh & Aerts (2009),
significant alterations to the flow field are shown to be
confined to regions close to the boundaries of the fish
mouth and prey body in suction feeding flows. These
changes to the flow field, close to the prey body, influ-
ence the hydrodynamic force calculations as the force
calculations are primarily concerned with the flow
near the prey.

The approach taken to obtain a numerical solution
for the flow equations follows the method described in
Pandya et al. (2003). The method is based on using a
diagonalized, alternating direction implicit, beam
warming, approximate factorization scheme to obtain
a numerical solution of the Navier–Stokes equations
(Tannehill et al. 1997). Low Mach number precondi-
tioning is used to improve the solution accuracy since
the fluid speeds resulting from suction feeding are
more than three orders of magnitude smaller than the
sound speed in water. This method allows for variable
density; however, with the low Mach number precondi-
tioning, the density is kept essentially constant,
r ¼ 1000 + 0:04 kg m�3. This method is implemented
in the OVERFLOW software package developed at
NASA Ames (Buning 2002). Calculations were
performed on a four processor Linux computer.

Once the flow field is obtained we calculate the forces
on the prey. The force on the prey is decomposed into
two parts: the drag force and the acceleration reaction
force. The drag force at a fixed time t is based upon
the flow field at time t, and the acceleration reaction
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force arises because the flow field is changing in time.
The drag force is calculated as in Acheson (1990)

Fd ¼
ð
s �~n dA; ð2:3Þ

where~n is the normal vector, and the stress tensor, s, is
given by

sij ¼ �Pdij þ m
@ui

@xj
þ @uj

@xi

� �
: ð2:4Þ

The acceleration reaction force from Denny (1988) is
given by

Far ¼ ð1þ CaÞrVp
Du
Dt

: ð2:5Þ

Here Ca is the added mass coefficient (0.5 for a sphere),
r is the density of water, Vp is the volume of the prey
and D/Dt is the material derivative. The value for
Du/Dt is obtained by taking the average around a
volume encompassing the prey item.

We note that while we calculate two forces (drag,
equation (2.3), and acceleration reaction, equation
(2.5)), the model presented in Wainwright & Day
(2007) has three forces—a drag force, an acceleration
reaction force and a pressure gradient force. The two
forces calculated here are related to the three forces in
the Wainwright and Day model (now referred to as
the WD model) in the following way. The drag force
in the WD model is given by

Fd;WD ¼
1
2
rU 2AfCd; ð2:6Þ

where U is the speed of the fluid relative to the speed of
the prey, Af is the frontal area of the prey and Cd is an
experimentally determined drag coefficient. Equation
(2.6) is analogous to the drag force given by equation
(2.3) and is used to calculate the drag on a body in a
quasi-steady, uniform flow. A uniform flow assumption
may be acceptable for prey much smaller than the
mouth aperture of the fish; however, a suction feeding
event does not generally produce a uniform flow due
in part to the size and shape of the fish body. The
WD model assumes that a steady stress field develops
and differs from the current model, which calculates
drag based on an unsteady stress field. The WD drag
model also assumes that the prey moves either directly
with the flow or directly against it. Any movement not
in these directions is ignored. Calculating drag by inte-
grating stress over the surface area, equation (2.3), is
not limited to these constraints.

The acceleration reaction force of the model
presented here, equation (2.5), is the sum of the accel-
eration reaction force and the pressure gradient force
of the WD model. The acceleration reaction force of
the WD model for stationary prey is given by

Far;WD ¼ CaVpr
Du
Dt

ð2:7Þ

and the pressure gradient force is given by

Fpg;WD ¼ �LxAf
dp
dx
; ð2:8Þ
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where

dp
dx
¼ �r @u

@t
þ u

@u
@x

� �
¼ �rDu

Dt
: ð2:9Þ

Since LxAf ¼ Vp, we see

Far ¼ Far;WD þ Fpg;WD: ð2:10Þ

The pressure gradient force of the WD model
implicitly makes the assumption of inviscid flow, since
it ignores viscous terms in the momentum equation
used to calculate the pressure gradient.

2.2. Chimera overset grids

The computational mesh, where the solution of the
system of fluid flow equations is approximated, is a
set of Chimera overset grids. In this set-up (figure 1)
one large complex grid is replaced with a set of sim-
pler, smaller, body fitted and overlapping grids. The
smaller grids are of two types—near body grids and
off body grids. Near body grids are generated so that
solutions accurately represent fluid near solid bodies.
Off body grids represent the surrounding fluid. In
some cases grid points of one grid would lie inside
the solid body defined by another grid. These are
called hole points. Calculations are not performed on
these points. Points where two grids overlap are
called fringe points. When solving the equations,
fringe points are solved inside their respective grids,
and then tri-linear interpolation is used to interpolate
their values to the overlapping grids. For static grids,
the software package PEGASUS from NASA Ames is
used to track interior and fringe points (Rogers et al.
2003).

2.3. Validation

In order to make sure our numerical software accurately
simulates suction feeding flows, our calculations of suc-
tion feeding flows are validated against experimental
data. Suction feeding data from a 15 cm bluegill
(Lepomis macrochirus) from a previously published
particle image velocimetry (PIV) experiment
(Wainwright & Day 2007) are used for this comparison.
This experiment shows that the fluid speed along the
centreline emanating from the middle of the mouth can
be expressed as

FSðx; tÞ ¼ FSmouthðtÞð0:098x4 � 0:70x3

þ 1:86x2 � 2:19x þ 1Þ; ð2:11Þ

where x is the distance from the mouth normalized by
gape, and FSmouth(t) the fluid speed at the mouth at
different times.

The Chimera grid set-up used for these calculations
is similar to the one shown in figure 1 except without
the prey grid. For this case the fish is stationary (i.e.
it is not swimming toward the prey item during the
strike), and a time dependent suction velocity is imposed
on the boundary of the mouth of the fish. The profile of
this boundary condition is shown in figure 2. The vel-
ocity on the centreline is extracted from the computed
solution at several times and compared with the PIV
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Figure 1. Chimera overset grids are used to represent the fish, prey and flow field. The fish is represented by an ellipsoidal shape
and the grid surrounding the fish is created using a hyperbolic grid generation technique. A similar spherical grid is used to rep-
resent the prey and the flow field around the prey. These grids are embedded into a large box grid representing the surrounding
fluid. The outer boundary of the overlapping grids are called fringe points and the points of the box grid that lie inside the fish or
the prey are holes. Holes are ignored in the calculations.
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results. Comparisons are performed at t ¼ 20 ms, before
the time of peak suction, at t ¼ 30 ms, the time of peak
suction, and at t ¼ 40 ms, after the time of peak suction.
The fluid velocity normalized to the fluid speed at the
mouth versus the distance from the mouth normalized
to gape show strong agreement with the experimental
data (figure 3). The results also display the same prop-
erty of a single spatial function (normalized to gape)
scaled by the velocity at the mouth. This spatial function
agrees well with the polynomial from the PIV results
(equation (2.11)). The error, measured using the max
norm, in the normalized fluid speed is 0.060068.
2.4. Simulations

A framework, similar to above, is used to perform simu-
lations that explore two parameter spaces. The first set
of computations is used to examine how the size of the
prey affects the flow fields and the second set is used to
examine the magnitude of the forces exerted on the
prey, as a result of a suction feeding event, from a
15 cm long stationary bluegill with a 15 mm gape.
J. R. Soc. Interface (2010)
The suction profile used for the boundary condition is
shown in figure 2 and represents a 60 ms strike with
peak suction occurring 30 ms after the onset of the
strike. Spherical prey of several diameters, d ¼ 1, 2.5,
5, 10 mm, are placed one gape distance (15 mm) away
from the mouth along the centreline extending from
the centre of the mouth. Distance is measured from
the centre of the prey item to the centre of the fish
mouth. After the flow field is obtained, forces on the
prey for each case are calculated using equations (2.3)
and (2.5) and are compared with those calculated by
the WD model. The times of peak force exerted on
the prey are measured from the onset of the strike.

The WD model assumes a radially symmetric flow
field (Day et al. 2005). For our computations a snapshot
of the flow field without prey is used to investigate the
validity of this assumption. Velocity data along lines
emanating from the centre of the mouth in the x–z
plane at several angles (u ¼ 08, 158, 308, 458) are
extracted, and the magnitude of the velocity component
that lies on that line is calculated, i.e.~u � r̂, where r̂ is the
unit vector along the radial line (figure 4). In these
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Figure 3. The simulation of a 15 mm bluegill sunfish suction
feeding event is compared with particle image velocimetry
(PIV) data of the same event. Fluid speed (normalized to
the speed at the mouth) is plotted against the distance from
the mouth (normalized to the gape along the centreline
extending from the fish mouth). The PIV results (dashed
line) show that, for all times, this relation can be represented
by one curve. That is, flow can be described by a function of
one space and one time variable. Simulation data for the
centreline extending from the fish mouth is extracted at three
different times: 0.02 s (o), 0.03 s (þ) and 0.04 s (x) and plotted.
For all three times, the calculations closely approximate the
experimental data, validating the model.
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Figure 2. Time-dependent suction profiles. The time-
dependent velocities during the suction event are prescribed
as a boundary condition on the grid representing the opening
of the fish mouth.
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calculations, radial symmetry is not present near the
mouth because the mouth is not acting as a point sink
for the flow. The inflow region has cross-sectional area
related to the diameter of the mouth aperture. Whether
this affects the forces exerted on the prey is investigated
by placing a 5 mm diameter spherical prey at 1 gape dis-
tance, 15 mm, from the centre of the mouth at different
angles in the x–z plane. The same suction boundary
condition as above is used. The forces are calculated
using equations (2.3) and (2.5) and compared with the
forces calculated using the WD model.
3. RESULTS

3.1. Prey size

The results of the computation show that as the prey
size increases the flow field with prey interaction devi-
ates significantly from the flow field without prey
(figure 5). For these simulations, the same suction pro-
file as used for the validation calculations is used
(figure 2), with the maximum suction velocity occur-
ring 30 ms after the onset of the suction feeding
event. Forces on the prey for each case are calculated
and are compared with those calculated by the WD
model (table 1, figure 6). These results show that as
the prey diameter is halved the magnitude of the force
exerted on the prey decreases by an order of magnitude.
This is expected as the force scales as O(r3) and
(1/2)3 �1/10. The most significant differences between
the three-dimensional viscous model with the prey
interacting with the flow field and the WD model with
no interaction occur for prey sizes with diameters of
5 and 10 mm. The 1 and 2.5 mm diameter prey are
much smaller than the 15 mm gape, and are probably
small enough to be treated as fluid elements instead of
interacting bodies. However, as the prey size increases,
the regions of low flow behind the spherical prey are
large enough to cause a significant deviation from the
flow field without prey.
J. R. Soc. Interface (2010)
3.2. Du/Dt calculations

Two methods are used to calculate the value of Du/Dt in
equation (2.5). One involves averaging over a volume
encompassing the prey. This is implemented by using
the values of Du/Dt on the near body grid representing
the fluid around the prey. This method accounts for
the prey’s effect on the flow field. The average value
for Du/Dt calculated depends on the size of the
volume used in the average. As this volume increases,
the time when the peak acceleration reaction force
occurs converges to values between 9 and 10 ms for all
prey sizes. However, the magnitude of the acceleration
reaction force increases as the volume is increased. As
a result, the acceleration reaction forces dominate
with regard to the timing of when the peak total force
occurs, since total force is the sum of acceleration
forces and drag forces. Drag forces on the other hand
always peak at the same time as peak suction, which
is at t ¼ 30 ms for this investigation. As the volume is
increased the timing of peak total forces converges to
the values shown in table 1.

The other method investigated involves calculating
the value of Du/Dt by averaging over a circular ring
of points perpendicular to the line connecting the
centre of mass of the prey and the centre of the fish
mouth. As this ring increases in size, the time when the
peak acceleration reaction force occurs also converges
to a value between 9 and 10 ms for all prey sizes, but
the magnitude of these forces decreases. This is
expected as the grid points used in the calculation are
in locations of very slow fluid speed. As a result, the
time when peak total force occurs coincides with the
time of peak drag force. Peak drag force occurs at
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Figure 4. The impact of a point sink mouth assumption. A
suction feeding event without prey interaction is simulated
using the suction boundary condition of figure 2. Four lines
emanating from the centre of the mouth at different angles
are examined (a). The fluid speed along the ray is plotted
against the distance from the mouth (normalized to gape)
(b). Far from the mouth (.1 gape distance), all of the plots
converge to the same value. Close to the mouth (,0.5 gape
distance) the fluid speed along these rays decreases as the
angles increase. Since the prey is located close to the mouth
during a suction feeding event, these changes result in
significant changes in the forces exerted on the prey (solid
line, 08; dotted line, 158; dashed dotted line, 308; dashed
line, 458).
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the time of peak suction velocity. This implies peak
total force occurs at the time of peak suction velocity,
which was not seen in the experiments (Holzman
et al. 2007).
3.3. Three-dimensional effects

The maximum force exerted on the prey for the three-
dimensional viscous model agrees well with the WD
model for the zero angle case, as the two forces are
only about 0.2 per cent apart (table 2). As the angle
increases, the maximum force increases from
0.6991 mN at 08 to 0.8999 mN at 458. This represents
a 28.7 per cent difference in the maximum force exerted
J. R. Soc. Interface (2010)
on the prey, which is unaccounted for in the WD model.
This is because as the angle increases the prey moves
closer to the edge of the mouth and experiences
stronger suction forces, even though it is still the same
distance from the centre of the mouth. This illustrates
one of the limitations of modelling the mouth as a
point source.
4. DISCUSSION

Recent attempts to model and analyse the hydro-
dynamic forces imparted by the fluid flow on the prey
involve the use of a one-dimensional model that
makes simplifying assumptions about the extension
into a three-dimensional model (Wainwright & Day
2007). This model is further used to understand the
mechanistic basis of forces exerted on prey by suction
feeders and how alterations of the flow field affects
these forces (Holzman et al. 2008a,b). For the prey
sizes explored in this study, the three-dimensional
CFD calculations indicate that the one-dimensional
model provides an adequate approximation of the mag-
nitude of forces experienced by the prey item provided
that the prey is directly in front of the mouth. For
this case the two models show strong agreement (i.e.
they are within 10% of one another for the magnitude
of forces) across the range of prey sizes studied
(table 1). This suggests that the one-dimensional
model can be used to estimate the magnitude of forces
acting on the prey in a known flow field and with the
prey directly in front of the mouth.

A larger discrepancy between the one-dimensional
and three-dimensional models is found in the timing
of the forces. At prey sizes with diameter 66 per cent
of the diameter of the mouth aperture, or at very
small sizes (7% of gape size), the time until peak force
is almost doubled when compared with the one-
dimensional WD model. When the prey dimensions
are intermediate, as they typically are in empirical
studies (Holzman et al. 2007, 2008a,b), the one-
dimensional model is adequate in predicting the time
when maximum forces are exerted on the prey. The
marked increase in time to maximum forces at prey
size above 66 per cent of gape diameter reflects the
influence of the prey on the flow field. The flow field
deviated significantly from the flow field with no
fluid–prey interaction (figure 5).

We suggest that the effect of prey size on the timing
of peak forces may have considerable ecological signifi-
cance for feeding fishes. The implication of this result
is that suction feeding performance is highest on
intermediate-sized prey, at least with respect to how
quickly the strike develops and the force that is exerted
on the prey by the suction flow. Bluegill, like many suc-
tion feeding fishes, feed on a wide range of animal prey,
including prey more than 66 per cent of the mouth
diameter. Of the various prey sizes in this study, peak
force is reached most quickly for the 5 mm diameter
prey (33% of mouth diameter). At this prey size, peak
force is reached 60 per cent sooner when compared
with the cases of the largest and smallest prey. Size
of the prey is shown to be a major factor in studies of
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Table 1. Values of the maximum force and the time of maximum force calculated using the three-dimensional computational
fluid dynamics model and the WD model. The results shown are for spherical prey of several diameters centred 1 gape distance
away from the mouth. Times are measured from the onset of the strike. Both models give similar maximum forces. However,
results of our three-dimensional calculation give longer times to maximum force.

diameter of
spherical prey
(mm)

maximum force in three-
dimensional computation
(mN)

time of maximum force
in three-dimensional
computation (ms)

maximum force in
WD computation
(mN)

time of maximum force
in WD computation
(ms)

10 5.381 19.0 5.478 10.0
5 0.7154 11.5 0.7008 10.0
2.5 0.09762 14.0 0.09073 10.5
1 0.009887 21.5 0.00618 12.5
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fish prey selection (Werner & Hall 1974), and studies
repeatedly show that fish prefer prey between 25–50
per cent of mouth diameter (Wainwright & Richard
1995; Turesson et al. 2002; Graeb et al. 2005). Prey in
this size range offer the highest energy return for the
energy spent pursuing, capturing and handling them
(Werner 1974, 1977; Kislalioglu & Gibson 1976). The
quicker time to peak forces exerted on prey for
intermediate-sized prey provides another, previously
J. R. Soc. Interface (2010)
unrecognized reason for the tendency for suction feed-
ing fishes to feed on prey at this size range (between
25% and 50% of their mouth diameter; Keast &
Webb 1966; Wainwright & Richard 1995). We
emphasize that this insight is derived from use of the
three-dimensional model that allows the body of the
prey to influence the water flow. Our simulations with-
out fluid–prey interactions did not show any difference
in time to peak force.
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Figure 6. Plot of force versus time for a simulation of a suction
feeding strike on a 10 mm spherical prey using two different
models. The WD model (dashed line) gives a maximum
force of 5.478 mN at 10 ms into the strike. The three-
dimensional model (solid line) gives a similar maximum
force of 5.381 mN at 19.0 ms into the strike, 90% longer
than that for the WD model.
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The limitations of assuming a point sink mouth
geometry are shown by altering the position of the
prey. As a 5 mm diameter prey is moved from 08 to
458 with respect to the line emanating from the centre
of the mouth but kept at a distance equal to one gape
diameter, the forces exerted on the prey change from
0.7154 to 0.8999 mN. This is an increase of up to 28.7
per cent when compared with the forces in the
single point sink mouth, which cannot account for
changes in position. While a point sink mouth may
work well when describing the fluid flow far from the
fish mouth in a suction feeding flow (Muller et al.
1982), the important attributes of the fluid flow occur
within a very small volume that is very close to the
fish mouth.

The increase in the magnitude of the force imparted
to prey located at increasing angles may come at a cost.
A recent CFD study (Van Wassenbergh & Aerts 2009)
shows that, for certain mouth geometries, a region of
separated flow may occur inside the expanding buccal
cavity of a suction feeding fish and this could lead to
better suction feeding performance for prey which
moves through the centre of the buccal cavity during
a strike. The trade-off between prey position and prey
handling inside the buccal cavity is an area that
should be addressed in future work. In addition, the
results presented here do not take into account the
head rotation that can occur in some fish suction
feeding events, namely pipefish and seahorse strikes.
Head rotation in this case would work to enhance the
performance of the suction feeding event. It has been
shown that, in pipefish, quick head rotation can
lead to a decreased dependence on suction during
a prey capture event (Van Wassenbergh & Aerts
2008).

Our study reveals effects of prey size and position on
the forces that a suction feeder exerts on the prey, but
J. R. Soc. Interface (2010)
we do not mean to imply that these are the only sources
of variation in these forces that a predator can exploit.
Suction feeding fishes approach their prey prior to the
strike, by swimming forward and many fish also pro-
trude their jaws toward the prey as they open their
mouth and expand the buccal cavity. The simple
model referred to here (the WD model) was used to dis-
sect the relative impact of variation in swimming, jaw
protrusion and the timing of the strike on variation in
the forces exerted by suction feeders (Holzman et al.
2007). Swimming and jaw protrusion can enhance
forces because they cause the velocity around the prey
item to increase more rapidly than it would if the rela-
tive position of predator and prey are fixed at the onset
of the strike. This increases the acceleration of fluid and
hence the forces due to acceleration. Timing is also
important because of the ephemeral nature of the suc-
tion flow. Peak suction velocity is maintained for only
2–3 ms during the strike and the maximum fluid
acceleration occurs at a single moment during buccal
expansion. The implication is that there is an optimal
timing of the approach towards the prey that will
maximize the forces that any given strike can exert on
the prey. Because forces drop off rapidly around this
maximum, the timing of the strike emerges as a key
component of suction feeding performance in predator–
prey encounters (Holzman et al. 2008a). Previous
work shows that species differ both in force capacity
and in the extent to which they time the approach to
maximize the forces that they can exert with a given
strike (Holzman et al. 2008a,b). One implication of
the present study is that the insights gained from
using the WD model in this context should not immedi-
ately be generalized to other prey sizes. An important
goal in future research will be to determine whether
the optimal strike strategy of suction feeders is
prey-size dependent.

The insights gained from the CFD model indicate
two general areas in which the strategies of potential
prey animals may be most effectively focused to elude
suction feeding predators. These are strategies that
increase the sensitivity of prey to the hydrodynamic
signals provided by attacking suction feeders, and strat-
egies that minimize the forces experienced by the prey
that is exposed to the suction flow. Many prey of suc-
tion feeding fishes are either crustaceans or other
fishes and both of these groups have well-studied sen-
sory structures or cells that are sensitive to sheer
stress in the water, including sheer caused by the bow
wake of an approaching predator or the suction flow
itself. It is known that these stresses will cause the
initiation of escape responses in copepods, for example,
a common prey of plankton-feeding fishes (Kiorboe
et al. 1999). One would expect that lineages of small
crustaceans that are exposed to suction feeders would
experience strong natural selection on the sensitivity
of these sensory systems, allowing them to detect
oncoming predators as soon as possible. A second strat-
egy is to minimize forces experienced in the suction flow.
Elongate body forms may help distribute body mass
inside and out of the suction flow, reducing forces.
Alternatively, body form may change in the face of
the flow, temporarily reducing the forces experienced



Table 2. Values of maximum force and the time of maximum force calculated on a 5 mm spherical prey located 1 gape
distance from the centre of the fish mouth at several angles using two different models. The WD model gives the same value
for all cases. The three-dimensional model shows considerable differences in the maximum force calculated, up to 28.7% when
compared with the WD model. This is attributed to the relaxing of the assumption of a point sink fish mouth assumed in the
WD model.

angle
(8)

maximum force in three-
dimensional computation
(mN)

time of maximum force in three-
dimensional computation
(ms)

maximum force in WD
computation
(mN)

time of maximum force in
WD computation
(ms)

0 0.7154 11.5 0.7008 10
15 0.7387 12.0 0.7008 10
30 0.8075 11.5 0.7008 10
45 0.8999 11.5 0.7008 10
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in the flow. Such an effect is seen in some seaweeds that
are exposed to waves and change their posture in a flow
in such a way that reduces the forces they experience
(Denny & Hale 2003). Future studies will be needed
to determine the extent to which these alternative strat-
egies have been pursued by various lineages of organisms
that are preyed upon by suction feeding predators.

We would like to thank the referees for their helpful
comments. This material is based upon work supported
by the National Science Foundation under Grants
DMS-0135345 and IOB-0444554.
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